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PROGRAMME

Main Topic:
Perinatal Ophthalmology

Invited Lectures:

• Dominique BREMOND, Amiens
  Perinatal lacrimal problems and infections

• Georges CAPUTO, Paris
  Trends in retinopathy of prematurity

• Hélène DOLLFUS, Strasbourg
  Prenatal diagnosis in ophthalmology

• Jean-Louis DUFIER, Paris
  Congenital glaucoma, from clinics to genetics

• Pierre-Henri JARREAU, Paris
  Trends in neonatology

• Birgit LORENZ, Giessen
  Telemedicine in ROP

• Serge MORAX, Paris
  Trends in orbitopalpebral malformations

• Ken NISCHAL, London
  Congenital corneal opacities

• Vassili TSATSARIS, Paris
  Prenatal echography and eye diseases

• David WALLACE, Durham
  Computer-assisted quantification of plus disease in retinopathy of prematurity

Free papers and posters
GENERAL INFORMATION

Date and Venue: October 2-3, Paris, France

Online registration: www.epos-focus.org

Language: The official language of the meeting is English

Important dates:
- Call for abstracts: March 3, 2009
- Deadline for abstract submission: June 15, 2009
- Deadline for early registration: September 4, 2009

CME credits: The EPOS meeting is accredited by the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME)
EUROPEAN PAEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The Annual Meeting was held since 1973 when EPOS was founded as European Paediatric Ophthalmology Group (EPOG). EPOG was transferred to an official society in 2002, aiming to bring together everyone with an interest in paediatric and genetic ophthalmology, to promote scientific research and its implementation in practice throughout Europe.

Membership fees: Full Members: 70 €
Members in Training: 20 €
Membership includes an online subscription to the European Journal of Ophthalmology and a 70 € reduction on the Annual Meeting fees.

To support young academics travel grants and best presentation awards are assigned among contributing participants of the Annual Meeting born after 1974. The ‘EPOS Research Grant’ is open to all members in clinical and basic research.

All details on membership and grants can be found at: http://www.epos-focus.org
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ABOUT YOUR TRANSPORTATION

AIR FRANCE and KLM Global Meetings - Event: EPOS 2009 - Event ID: 06483AF
Valid for travel from 27/09/2009 to 08/10/2009 - Event location: Paris, France

Discounts are applied to a wide range of airfares on all Air France and KLM flights worldwide, if passengers are travelling on the following classes of travel: Espace Affaires (Business) and Economique (Coach). 10% rebate is applied on published non-restrictive public fares.

A reduction of -5% is granted on restrictive-discounted fares. Use the website of this event or visit www.airfranceklm-globalmeetings.com to: access the preferential fares granted for this event, make your online reservation, issue your electronic ticket*, select your seat**, and print your boarding card**. If you buy your ticket via Air France and KLM Global Meetings website, your electronic ticket will carry a special mention which justifies the application of the preferential fares. Should you prefer to process your reservations and ticket-purchase directly with an Air France and KLM sales outlet, you must keep this current document which serves to justify the application of the preferential airfares. Keep the document to justify the special fares with you as you may be asked for it at any point of your journey.

To locate your nearest Air France and KLM sales point, visit: www.airfrance.com. You will need to quote the reference given above which is registered in Air France and KLM data under: GGAIRAFEVENTNEGO

Frequent flyer / loyalty programs of Air France and KLM partner airlines are credited with “miles” when Air France or KLM flights are used.

* not available in certain countries ** subject to conditions

Air France, French Limited Company with a capital of 190,123,625 euros - Head Office: 45, rue de Paris, 95747 Roissy CDG cedex, France - Registered on the Trade and Companies register in Bobigny under no. 808 495 178 - Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij n.v. (also known as KLM Royal Dutch Airlines) - Head Office: Amsterdamseweg 55, 1182 GP Amstelveen, the Netherlands - Registered No. 33040806 - Edited by Air France and KLM Global Meetings : JHVC